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But in recent times, Bangladesh automobile industry is turning around, as a result local and foreign investor are interest
about this sector for.

Sustainability and environmentalism could mean extra costs for this low-cost producer. From to , automotive
manufacturers in the U. Hyundai will bring in more than Rs 3, crore to India, Tata Motors will be investing Rs
2, crore in its small car project. Get Essay Internship program is a step towards fulfill this commitment by
giving the students an opportunity to get ready for the real world before they enter into it. As a result, suppliers
are extremely susceptible to the demands and requirements of the automobile manufacturer and hold very little
power. The bearing market is mainly driven by automotive industry, meaning that if there is an increase of
demand of vehicles, it will lead to an increase of bearings and steel material used to manufacture the bearings
PR Newswire,  Obviously, as Tata globalises and buys into other brands this problem could be alleviated. It
will determine the willingness of the buyer to but the NANO car. The automotive sector is one of the core
industries of the Indian economy, whose prospect is reflective of the economic resilience of the country. The
launch of the NANO is quite viable as the demand of the small car is on the rise in the market. Walton made
the first production of motorcycles in the country. Receiving order from different prospect or customer. On
activating cruise control, it'll be stuck at 7. But with launch of Nano the 1 lakh car the whole momentum of the
market has shifted. The company postponed the imports in due to the imposition of high import duty. India has
the number one global motorcycle manufacturer. Based on some considerations above, the bargaining power
of buyers on automotive industry is moderate. Product Differentiation and Cost Advantage - The new product
has to be different and attractive to be accepted by the customers. As It has no automobile industry, the sector
is totally depended on import, except a few automobile-assembling units. Porter's Five Forces model is a
strategy tool that is used to analyze attractiveness of an industry structure. And now, with Bangladesh slowly
heading towards manufacturing its own cars, it's high time we define those design principles. Globalization the
tendency of world investment and businesses to move from national and domestic markets to a worldwide
environment, is a huge factor affecting the auto market. Also a very large number of joint ventures have been
set up in the auto-components sector and the pace is expected to pick up even further. Two of the World's
luxury car brand have been added to its portfolio of brands, and has undoubtedly off the company the chance
to market vehicles in the luxury segments.


